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Welcome Home
Cabinets sure to make your kitchen 

dreams come true
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From swoon worthy 
storage cabinets to 
expert design advice, 
CliqStudios makes it 
easy to create your 
dream kitchen.

CliqStudios has 
completed more than 
30,000 projects and 
every one is a personal 
collaboration, bringing 
together our customers’ 
ideas and dreams, 
with CliqStudios’ 
expert design guidance 
to create beautiful, 
functional spaces. 

Let us bring your 
before-and-after story 
to life. 

*On most orders

Personal assistance

Free design

Free shipping*

Lifetime warranty

Financing
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It’s Exhilarating to Get Exactly What You Want
When you work with the design experts at CliqStudios, you’ll start nerding out about things like 

dovetail drawers and the perfect shade of blue. Somewhere along the way, you’ll see why we decided to  
re-invent how kitchens are remodeled. Our process puts you, our customers, in the driver’s seat.

Plan your project anytime, 
anywhere. CliqStudios combines 
technology, kitchen designers and 
high-quality cabinets to make 
planning your project easier.

Design your kitchen with an 
expert on your side. CliqStudios’ 
knowledgeable kitchen designers 
will get to know you and create 
a kitchen that fits your lifestyle.

Delivery to your door is expected 
in 4-6 weeks. Your CliqStudios 
cabinets are built in our Indiana 
facility and sent to you fully 
assembled and ready to install. Mendota | White
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www.cliqstudios.com/feature-6-7
Read the Whole Story at:

Real Before-And-After Stories
Once Spencer and McKenzie’s kitchen was finished, they posted the images to 

Instagram right away. And we knew we had to tell their story. 

before 

As a professional photographer, homeowner 

Spencer understood the importance of 

good lighting in the home. He and McKenzie 

dreamed of a brighter, more open space.

design 

With the help of experienced CliqStudios 

kitchen designer Rob, they added a wall of 

cabinets and much needed light.

after 

The finished result is a lighter, brighter kitchen 

that smartly uses every inch of the space.

DESIGN

BEFORE

AFTER

“It’s so enjoyable to see the 
kitchen this bright,”  
said McKenzie.
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www.cliqstudios.com/feature-8-9

Austin | Harbor
Read the Whole Story at:

AUSTIN
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www.cliqstudios.com/feature-10-11

Read the Whole Story at:
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Dayton | Cloud WhiteRead the Whole Story at:

DAYTON & ROCKFORD



14 15Featured Cover Kitchen
www.cliqstudios.com/feature-14-15
Read the Whole Story at: Dayton | White
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18 19Carlton | Cherry Russet
www.cliqstudios.com/feature-18-19

Read the Whole Story at:
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www.cliqstudios.com/feature-22-23
Read the Whole Story at:

BAYPORT & LYNDALE
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www.cliqstudios.com/feature-24-25
Read the Whole Story at:

CAMBRIDGE & MENDOTA
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Real Before-And-After Stories
Homeowner Julie purchased a fixer upper. The kitchen was old. The sink was 

falling out of the counter. They needed to renovate as soon as possible.

Dayton | White & Carbon
www.cliqstudios.com/feature-26-27
Read the Whole Story at:

before design after 

They tried to make the best of the existing 
kitchen but the cabinets were beyond 
fixing. They needed to start over, with top-
quality cabinets. 

Working with her designer, Erin, was the 
best part of the remodel. Along with color 
renderings of the overall room, she gained 
the peace of mind that her project was in 
professional hands. 

Julie was beyond pleased with the final 
results. Now their kitchen is lighter, brighter, 
and more sophisticated.

DESIGN

BEFORE

AFTER

“I liked the CliqStudios cabinets 
because of the quality, the soft-
close doors, and all the options,” 
said Julie.
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Keep all of your kitchen staples efficiently organized 

and within reach. From heavy pots and pans to snacks, 

CliqStudios pantry storage solutions create a kitchen that 

works for you. Turn corner space into a storage center with 

a Super Susan. Arrange spices and cooking oils in Pull-out 

Storage for quick access while cooking. The days of losing 

lids and reaching blindly into the back of cabinets are over. 

Dish Storage Organizer Utility Cabinet Roll-out Tray

Multi-Storage Drawer

Multi-Storage Drawer Multi-Storage Drawer

PANTRY STORAGE
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Pull-out Storage Wall Cabinet Spice Rack

Super Susan

Roll-out Tray Filler Pull-out Storage

Storage
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Make meal prep a breeze with CliqStudios drawers and 

dividers. Knives and utensils that used to create clutter 

in drawers will instead be neat and easy to find.  A 

hidden cutting board slides out for quick chopping, while 

concealing the sharpest parts of your kitchen. Each storage 

solution is crafted with quality materials to withstand the 

daily wear and tear of a busy kitchen.

Wall Refrigerator Cabinet

Cutlery Tray Divider Removable Cutting Board Removable Cutting Board

Removable Cutting Board

PREP SOLUTIONS
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Utensil Tray Divider

2-Tiered Drawer 2-Tiered Drawer Bottom

Knife Block

Range Drawer

Spice Drawer

Prep Solutions
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Take your kitchen to the next level with CliqStudios built-in 

options. Whether you want to hide your microwave in an 

island or showcase your professional oven, a built-in cabinet 

is the solution. Drawers and built-in dividers are practical 

ways to keep trays and pans organized. A wood hood is 

equal parts statement piece and seamless complement 

to the rest of your cabinetry. No matter the built-in you 

choose, it will bring a custom feel to your kitchen. 

Built-in Under Cabinet Microwave

BUILT-IN SOLUTIONS

Oven Drawer Cabinet

Shaker Straight Valance Wood Hood

Shaker Arch Valance Wood HoodClassic Wood Range Face Frame
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Pots & Pans OrganizerTray Organizer Deep Drawer

Deep Drawer

Double Roll-out Tray

Built-in Solutions
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Upgrade your clean-up area to actually be – clean. Hiding 

away the less glamorous parts of your kitchen helps the rest 

of the space shine. Tuck your trash can away to keep smells 

at bay and make disposing of garbage and recycling a snap. 

The CliqStudios Sink Base Liner protects your new cabinet from 

inevitable cleaning solution or water drips and spills, while 

the towel bar and basket tidy-up cleaning supplies. These 

additions will make cleaning less of a chore. 

SUPER SINK BASE

Super Sink Base

Towel Bar Wire Basket Pull-out

Sink Base Liner



42 43Mendota | White
www.cliqstudios.com/feature-43-44
Read the Whole Story at:

Real Before-And-After Stories
Homeowner Rachel was shopping for a new home when she stumbled upon 

the perfect place. Well, almost perfect. That’s when she turned to CliqStudios.

“We liked the floor plan; the price was right 
and the neighborhood was right. However, 
it had a tiny, hole-in-the-wall kitchen with 
dropped ceilings. It was just terrible,”  
said homeowner Rachel. 

The first matter was transforming the 
small, closed-off layout. With the help of 
CliqStudios kitchen designer Rachael, they 
created the perfect layout.  

The kitchen strikes a fine balance 
between chic contemporary styling and 
cozy traditional charm.

before design after 

DESIGN

BEFORE

AFTER

“If you want your kitchen to last, 
pick more classic colors and 
finishes that will remain timeless 
for the cabinets and countertops,” 
said Rachel.
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CliqStudios stains and paints are hand-applied to the finest 

hardwoods in a 10-step process to ensure a smooth, long-

lasting finish. Each top coat is oven cured to create durable 

and beautiful cabinets with a furniture quality finish. Select 

a stain to enhance the look of natural wood grain or choose 

paint with options for timeless neutrals and modern tones. 

From rich Cherry Russet to Bright White, CliqStudios finishes 

create a look you will love.

STAINED & PAINTED FINISH OPTIONS

Dayton | Cloud White

Standard Finishes

Maple Caramel

Cherry Cider

Cherry Russet

Birch Sable

Oak Sable

Oak SaddleCloud White

White

Photography and color samples shown have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure your highest satisfaction, 
please view actual product sample prior to ordering cabinets.
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Designer Finishes

Bright White

Linen Urban Stone

Classic Gray

Studio Gray

Harbor

Tea Leaf

Carbon

Garnet

Navy
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SHELVING

Open shelving adds a decorative focal point and storage. 

Whether placed in an island or floating around a range 

hood, shelves are an all-purpose addition to any kitchen. 

They can display your eye-catching dishes and accessories 

and keep your favorite cookbook at hand. Shelving is an 

example of what your CliqStudios kitchen will be – beautiful 

and functional.

Mendota | Maple Caramel Style-31 | Studio Gray

Rockford | Navy
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MOLDING

Molding brings polished beauty to cabinets of all styles. 

Choose from sweeping curves, dramatic steps or clean 

angles to complete your cabinets. Ask your CliqStudios 

designer about using molding to mask an unsightly soffit, 

stacking moldings for a custom look or using lightrail 

molding to cover task lighting under cabinets. Choose one 

or more, but don’t leave out these finishing touches. 

Soffit Angle Ceiling Cove Traditional

Carlton | Cherry Russet

Cove | White Traditional | White

Traditional | Linen
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GLASS, ALUMINUM,  

When you’re looking for an elegant touch, glass front doors 

are a timeless choice. Perfect at eye level for everyday 

use or near the ceiling for displaying decorative items. 

CliqStudios designers recommend matching the interiors 

to the cabinet finish for a polished look. Glass doors can be 

used in classic and modern kitchens to create a bright and 

open feel. 

Glass Door | Urban StoneShaker Mullion | Linen

& MULLION DOORS

* CliqStudios does not provide glass for glass doors. Your cabinet doors will be built ready for any glass you choose. Purchase your glass from a local 
supplier, who will cut it to fit your doors.

Raised Panel Mullion | Harbor Aluminum Framed Door
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FINISHING TOUCHES 
Striking details elevate a design into a kitchen that is 

uniquely you. Add dimension and elegance to your new 

space with CliqStudios island legs, base molding and 

decorative doors. These finishing touches are more than 

just decorative. Island legs and countertop supports 

help you extend your seating area. Your designer can 

recommend the best ways to use these finishes to achieve 

a personalized style.

Decorative Molding

Turned Legs & Furniture Base Molding Finished Beaded Panel

Countertop Support

Decorative Doors
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CUSTOM QUALITY 
Solid Hardwood, 

Dovetailed Drawers

Soft-Close, Adjustable  

Blum® Hinges

Soft-Close, 

Full-Extension Blum® 

Drawer Glides

Sides:   1/2-inch plywood; never particleboard

Back Panel:   3/8-inch plywood; never particleboard

Faceframe: solid hardwood

Door Construction:  Solid hardwood stiles & rails

Wood Species:  maple, cherry, oak, birch  

Drawer Box: 5/8-inch hardwood; dovetail joints

Square Corners: I-beam base construction

Interior: Easy-to-clean Melamine

Drawer Glides: Blum® soft-close, full-extension undermount

Hinges: Blum® soft-close, steel, 6-way adjustable

Shelves: full-depth plywood; never particleboard

Customization:  Built-to-fit with option to customize  

Assembly: Factory-assembled

Shipping: Free on most orders*

Warranty: Lifetime warranty

Easy-to-Clean 

Melamine Interior

Strong,

Square Corners

*Delivery is free on most orders over $2500. See website for details.

Sides:   1/2-inch plywood

Back Panel:   3/8-inch plywood

Faceframe: solid hardwood

Door Construction:  Solid hardwood stiles & rails

Drawer Box: 5/8-inch hardwood; dovetail joints

Square Corners: I-beam base construction

Interior: Easy-to-clean Melamine

Drawer Glides: Blum® soft-close, full-extension undermount

Hinges: Blum® soft-close, steel, 6-way adjustable

Shelves: full-depth plywood

Customization:  Built-to-fit with option to customize

Assembly: Factory-assembled Dayton | Carbon

Rockford | Navy

Rockford | Cherry Cider
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Out of every cabinet company we spoke to, Amanda was 
the only one who solved our layout conundrum. It was 
refreshing to work with someone who was genuinely in our 
corner. There was a level of trust there I never expected and 
truly value. CliqStudios’ cabinets were also of great quality. 
I have since recommended CliqStudios to several neighbors.  
– CHRISTINE B.

We love our kitchen because it turned out better than 
we had even dreamed! We so appreciated the time 
and attention that Kevin took with my husband and 
myself. When I would change my mind or want to 
add something, he was so easy to email or call and 
he would figure out a way to make our dream kitchen 
come to life. Every time I walk into my kitchen a piece of 
me smiles at what a happy space it now is! Thank you!  
– NANCY G. 

“ “

””

Follow real remodeling stories at #cliqstudios

@houselarsbuilt@em_henderson @cherishedbliss

@cliqstudios

/pro/cliqstudios

/CliqStudios

More 5-Star Reviews Than Any Other 
Cabinet Company

Best of

SERVICE

houzz
2019

TSCA TITLE VI
CARB COMPLIANT₂

Let’s Get Started
We’re ready to help make your 
dream kitchen a reality.

888-725-1262 | cliqstudios.com
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Photography and color samples shown have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure your highest satisfaction, please view actual product sample prior to 
ordering cabinets. ©2019 CliqStudios

888-725-1262 cliqstudios.com


